
WELLNESS I | HEALTH SPA

Seating
Capacity
Dimensions

6 Adults
2234 L  |  590 US Gal
94 x 94 x 45 in
239 x 239 x 114 cm

NA  2x 5HP
INT  2x 5HP SF

SPECIFICATIONS

JETS 50

Wellness I
Built for Positive Health and 
Arthritis Relief

The Wellness I (One) was developed in 
partnership with the Arthritis Research 
Center of Canada’s Consumer Advisory Board 
to directly target ailments associated with 
arthritis and improve the day-to-day life 
of those who su� er from this potentially 
debilitating condition.  The Wellness I is extra 
deep to promote a comfortable upright 
seating position while still allowing for your 
upper body to remain submerged under 
the therapeutic hot water.  This spa has 
a dedicated super massage seat that can 
massage your entire body at once, providing 
lasting relief from muscle pain and irritated 
joints.  The Wellness I also has easy access 
steps, underwater safety light and can be 
ordered with entry handrail, center stability 
ring, resistance bands, rowing bars and much 
more.  The Wellness I is made to promote 
positive health and makes feeling wonderful 
each and every day as easy as stepping into 
your hot tub.

For current model information please visit your local Wellness Spas® Dealer.  Features, options or speci� cations may vary or change without notice. 
Please read our disclaimer on the back cover of this brochure.

Easy and Safe Spa Entry
Multiple Textured Steps with 
Stainless Handrail ensures 
safe maneuvering in and out 
of the spa.

Dedicated Massage 
Therapy Seat
Packed with jets, this is the 
ultimate hydrotherapy seat 
for a premium massage.

Center Stability Handrail
Perfect for low impact 
stretching & exercising.  Also 
stabilizes bathers entering 
and exiting the spa.

Row Bars
You won’t go far, but you’ll 
get one of the best workouts 
possible in a hot tub.

Exercise Bands
Simply clip these bands 
onto your hot tub and start 
your routine.

Textured Steps
Deeply grooved acrylic 
surface has been designed 
to provide con� dent footing 
while using the spa.


